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Cyrela Commercial Properties S.A.’s (CCP) Ba3/A1.br corporate family ratings reflect the
company’s status as one of the leading owners and operators of high-quality corporate office
towers and shopping malls in Brazil. The ratings also consider the company's solid balance
sheet with reduced leverage metrics and higher cash flows generated from a growing, topquality portfolio. The company maintains sound financial flexibility, supported by an ample
cash balance and a substantial unencumbered asset base, to meet a manageable near-term
debt maturity schedule. These positive factors should provide some buffer against the expected
temporary shocks from the outbreak of the coronavirus to both the economy and consumer
demand in Brazil (Ba2 stable), which will ultimately affect CCP's earnings.
The rapid and widening spread of the coronavirus will impair Brazil's GDP growth,
unemployment rate and retail activity. The financial profile of many retailers, and other mall
tenants such as restaurants, gyms and movie theaters, will experience negative effects of varied
intensity. CCP's management has temporarily closed its shopping malls, consistent with actions
taken by other commercial real estate landlords, and as mandated by certain local government
authorities, or by its own choice. However, essential businesses such as pharmacies, healthrelated services and food-related operations in the malls remain open. The performance of the
office segment is expected to remain stable, serving as counterweight to the malls.
Exhibit 1

CCP's lower operating leverage will provide cushion against potential earnings erosion resulting
from the economic effects of the coronavirus.
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Note: Analyst use upgrade and downgrade drivers for guidance; they are not automatic. All ratios are based on 'Adjusted' financial
data and incorporate Moody's Global Standard Adjustments for Non-Financial Corporations.
Sources: Company’s CVM filings and Moody’s Investors Service
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Credit strengths
» One of the largest commercial real estate firms in Brazil
» Solid balance sheet with improved credit metrics and no exposure to foreign debt
» Growing, high-quality portfolio of corporate office towers and malls
» Ample cash position and substantial unencumbered asset base to meet its minimal near-term debt maturities

Credit challenges
» Retail tenants' credit quality could sharply weaken, such that considerable rent concessions will be required to maintain occupancy
levels, but offset by the resiliency of the office properties and the government's stimulus package
» Although improving, secured debt levels remain elevated
» Moderate near-term lease maturity risk
» Geographic concentration in Sao Paulo, but mitigated by the strong regional economy

Rating outlook
The positive rating outlook is based on our expectation that the company will continue to lower its leverage through its liability
management plan while improving the portfolio’s operational performance and profitability, as the economy continues to expand.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
Upward rating movement would be predicated upon CCP achieving the following criteria on a sustained basis:
» Maintenance of a cash balance between BRL 200 and BRL 400 million to meet its debt obligations and short-term liquidity needs
» Total debt plus preferred stock as a percentage of gross assets below 40%
» Net debt-to-EBITDA below 5.0x (adjusted for any acquisitions)
» Secured debt at or below 35% of gross assets
» Fixed charge cover ratio above 2.0x
» An increase in CCP’s owned share of total portfolio would be credit positive

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
Downward rating movement or a return to a stable outlook would likely result from the following criteria on a sustained basis:
» A loss of liquidity to cover 24 months of debt obligations
» Total debt plus preferred stock as a percentage of gross assets approaching 50%
» Net debt-to-EBITDA above 6.0x
» Significant decline in the portfolio’s occupancy rate or a 10% decline in EBITDA margins
» Fixed charge coverage ratio approaching 1.2x
» Downward rating pressure on Brazil’s credit profile would also negatively affect the company’s ratings and outlook

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Key indicators
Exhibit 2

Cyrela Commercial Properties S.A.
2019

2018

2017

2016

Net Debt / Recurring EBITDA

3.7x

5.2x

5.3x

6.8x

Recurring EBITDA / Fixed Charges

2.0x

1.7x

1.0x

1.0x

Gross Assets (US$ mil)

$1,384

$1,010

$1,181

$1,555

Secured Debt / Gross Assets

30.6%

39.5%

34.5%

40.2%

Total Debt + Pfd Equity / Gross Assets

36.0%

47.5%

45.3%

50.5%

Note: All ratios are based on 'Adjusted' financial data and incorporate Moody's Global Standard Adjustments for Non-Financial Corporations.
Source: Moody's Financial Metrics™

Profile
Based in Sao Paulo, Brazil, Cyrela Commercial Properties S.A. [B3: CCPR3] is in the business of owning, acquiring, developing and
managing Class A corporate office towers and shopping centers. As of year-end 2019, CCP owned whole and partial stakes in 16 corporate
office towers and seven shopping malls with a total gross leasable area (GLA) of 262,234 square meters (sqm). The company's owned
consolidated share of the GLA was approximately 242,000 sqm.

Detailed credit considerations
Higher recurring rental revenue and increases in GLA produced strong operating results
For full-year 2019, CCP reported healthy net operating income and adjusted EBITDA growth rates of nearly 7% and 14%, respectively.
Physical and financial occupancy rates remained high in the mid-90% range. After the acquisition of ownership stakes in several properties
and one property sale during the year, the company's total GLA under management and owned share of GLA grew by almost 3% and
7%, respectively. Adjusted Funds from Operations (FFO) rose over 23% in the same period due to more GLA and higher recurring rental
revenues. For 2020-21, CCP has moderate lease expiration risk with approximately 8% and 13% of its total revenue expiring. Considering
the current operating environment, we anticipate modest to no increases in spreads for leases renewals or third-year market realignment
(68% of revenue) as management will very likely maintain its focus on occupancy levels.
The portfolio remains heavily weighted towards the shopping mall segment(see exhibits 3 and 4). In support of the development and
integration of e-commerce and omnichannel retail in Brazil, CCP has a partnership with Delivery Center Holdings to strengthen the malls'
on-line platform, “On Stores”, allowing the malls to serve as distribution points for stores and food centers. As counterbalance to the
malls, the office towers performance is expected to remain stable. Approximately, three quarters of the portfolio's GLA is located in the
city of Sao Paulo. A number of the properties are classified as Class A/A+ and with several of them having received Gold or Silver-level
LEED certifications. In light of the geographic concentration, the risk is mitigated by the large, vibrant and diversified economy of the
state of Sao Paulo, reflecting its role as the country’s industrial engine and financial hub.
Exhibit 3

Exhibit 4

CCP's owned GLA mix [1]

Revenue by segment [1]
Property
management
23%

Class A/
Triple A offices
45%

Class A/
Triple A offices
29%

Shopping malls
55%

Shopping Malls
48%

[1] As of year-end 2019
Source: Company's CVM filings
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Brazilian economy is expected to contract in 2020, followed by a recovery in 2021
After growing 1.1% in 2019, the Brazilian economy will contract by 1.6% in 2020 from the negative effects of the coronavirus before
recovering by 2.7% in 2021, in our estimates. This contraction is based on a sharp reduction of domestic economic activity and reduced
consumption due to quarantine efforts. In mid-March 2020, the Brazilian government approved a BRL 585 billion stimulus package,
amounting to approximately 8% of GDP, to combat the effects of the coronavirus by providing liquidity, supporting businesses and
protecting low-income households. A “State of Public Calamity” was also declared, allowing the government to deviate from its fiscal
targets.
There is new legislation working its way through the Lower House in the Brazilian Congress for additional measures. If approved, a separate
“war budget” would be created, allowing the government to allocate more funding to fight the pandemic from regular government
operations and expedite emergency spending. In addition to creating a separate budget, the constitutional amendment will allow the
central bank to act more proactively, authorizing it to implement quantitative easing measures by buying and selling corporate debt
securities.
In response to the local coronavirus outbreak, CCP's management has curtailed the operations of its malls by reducing operating hours,
while maintaining essential businesses open, such as supermarkets and drug stores. As management consider some form of supportive
measures on a case-by-case basis to its most vulnerable tenants, for now we expect that any interruption in cash flow generation would
be temporary and partially offset by a combination of the stimulus package, stable earnings from CCP's corporate office segment and
reduced leverage ratios.
However, we will continue to closely monitor the government's response to the pandemic as well as both the business and retail operating
environment, especially after first quarter 2020 when the economic effects from the mall closures and restriction in movement will
become more visible.
Lower leverage ratios and minimal near-term debt maturities provide cushion against weaker operating performance
Cyrela Commercial's credit metrics have improved since the time our initial rating in early 2017 As of 31 December 2019, CCP's total debt
as a percentage of gross assets and net debt-to-EBITDA decreased to 36% and 3.7x, respectively, from approximately 48% and 5.2x in
2018 and 49% and 8.5x at 1Q17. In terms of actual figures, the firm's total indebtedness rose year-over-year (YOY) by almost 8% to BRL
2.0 billion in 2019, while gross assets rose 42% YOY to BRL 5.56 billion as a result of acquisitions.
The increase in total debt is mainly attributed to new secured debt financing, totaling nearly BRL 395 million, related to the acquisition
of two trophy assets (JK Towers D and E) for the 70/30 the joint venture split with the Canada Pension Plan Board. However, the debt
increase was partially offset by net proceeds from a public follow-on equity offering in December 2019, the early prepayment of several
debentures and net proceeds from sale of an asset during the year. The firm began 2020 with an unrestricted cash and cash equivalent
balance of approximately BRL 900 million.
Other positive factors include the firm's active liability management to take advantage of the current low inflation/low interest rate
environment in Brazil. In 2019, management lowered its weighted average cost of debt by 141 basis points to 7.56% from 8.97% in the
prior year, while also increasing firm's weighting of CDI-linked debt instruments to 80% up from 43% in 2018. Also, management was
able to extend its weighted average remaining debt duration to beyond five years.
Although still considered to be elevated for its rating category, CCP’s secured debt as a percentage of gross assets decreased to 31% at yearend 2019, down from approximately 40% since 2016-18, due to a larger gross asset base. Secured debt remains the most competitively
priced form of long-term debt financing in Brazil, and we do not anticipate this changing in the medium term. The firm has no foreign
currency debt exposure - a credit positive.
Cyrela Commercial Properties' credit profile and rating outlook, however, could be compromised, if the operating environment were to
weaken rapidly or the negative impact from the coronavirus were to become protracted, resulting in a deterioration in the firm's credit
profile.
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ESG considerations
Moody’s regards the coronavirus outbreak as a social risk under our ESG framework, given the substantial implications for public health
and safety.
Considering the relatively young age of less than 15 years, Cyrela's Commercial's portfolio has obtained and utilizes the latest technology
and highest quality in construction material, design and engineering for its properties. CCP is a founding member of the Green Building
Council Brasil (GBC Brasil), an institution that promotes sustainable construction in the country . All projects that CCP manages meet
the strict social and environmental responsibility criteria, and several of its owned properties have LEED certification, granted by the U.S.
Green Building Council (USGBC). The company is also a member of CBC5 (Brazilian Council of Sustainable Construction), which aims
at raising awareness and encouraging the building sector to make use of sustainable practices in order to offer a better quality of life to
users, employees, and areas around its buildings. CCP's management has implemented several corporate citizenship, social well-being/
community focus, and sustainability programs.
CCP is a publicly held company with shares listed on the Novo Mercado Special Corporate Governance Segment of B3, level with the
highest standards of corporate governance in the Brazilian stock market. The controlling shareholder is the Horn family, holding 36.7% of
the total shares. According to it bylaws, the company's board of director is composed of, at least, five and up to 12 members, for a unified
one-year term, and can be reelected at any time. Currently, there are five board members, of which 20% are independent, as defined by
B3. The company has internal Audit and Risk oversight committees that meet on a quarterly basis, along with its Boards of the Directors'
quarterly meetings. The firm operates with a prudent leverage policy of net debt-to-EBITDA between 4.0x and 5.0x.

Liquidity analysis
Moody's considers Cyrela Commercial Properties' liquidity and funding profile to be moderate, as measured by its near-term sources and
uses of funds. CCP closed out 2019 with a reported cash and cash equivalents balance of approximately BRL 900 million. We note that
the company completed a public equity follow-on offering in December 2019, resulting in BRL 864 million of fresh capital.
Relative to its liquidity, the firm's near-term debt maturity schedule is very manageable with less than 7% of its total principal and
amortization obligations due in 2020-21. The company has a proven record in meeting its debt obligations, evidenced by the repayment/
refinancing of approximately BRL 885 million of debt with BRL 1.1 billion of new and cheaper debt in 2019. In terms of cash conservation
to support its liquidity, the firm has no active development projects in place and has various levers through which to reduce its variable
operating expenses at the corporate and property-level. Subsequent to year-end 2019, in February 2020 CCP entered into contract to
increase its stake in the Faria Lima Financial Center for BRL 43 million. We anticipate that management will scale back or delay any new
acquisitions in the near future.
Lastly, the company's financial flexibility is supported by an unencumbered asset base of approximately 52% of gross assets and a fixed
charge coverage ratio of 2.0x, which rose from 1.7x in the prior year. The coverage should also soften a decline in cash flows.
Exhibit 5

With its cash balance, CCP can cover its debt amortization commitments for the next two years by approximately 3.4 times.
Debt amortization schedule
Unrestricted cash & cash equiv.

Scheduled principal and amortization payments

$1,000

In BRL (millions)

$800

$600

$400

$200

$-

Sources: CCP's CVM filings and presentations
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Rating methodology and scorecard factors
Exhibit 6

Rating Factors
Cyrela Commercial Properties S.A.
REITs and Other Commercial Real Estate Firms

Current LTM 12/31/2019

Factor 1 : Scale (5%)

Measure

Score

a) Gross Assets (USD Billion)

$1.4

Ba

Factor 2 : Business Profile (25%)

Baa

Baa

a) Market Positioning and Asset Quality

Ba

Ba

b) Operating Environment

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

52%

Ba

a) Total Debt + Preferred Stock / Gross Assets

36%

Baa

b) Net Debt / EBITDA

3.7x

A

c) Secured Debt / Gross Assets

31%

B

d) Fixed-Charge Coverage

2.0x

Ba

Factor 3 : Liquidity and Access To Capital (25%)
a) Liquidity and Access to Capital
b) Unencumbered Assets / Gross Assets
Factor 4 : Leverage and Coverage (45%)

Rating:
a) Indicated Outcome from Scorecard

Ba1

b) Actual Rating Assigned

Ba3

All ratios are based on 'Adjusted' financial data and incorporate Moody's Global Standard Adjustments for Non-Financial Corporations.
Source: Moody's Financial Metrics™

Ratings
Exhibit 7

Category
CYRELA COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES S.A.

Moody's Rating

Outlook
Corporate Family Rating -Dom Curr
Senior Unsecured -Dom Curr
NSR Corporate Family Rating
NSR Senior Unsecured

Positive
Ba3
Ba3
A1.br
A2.br

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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